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Almost everyone running the projects will agree that having an easy way to do it is a great idea. And there are a lot of software systems out there that promise to do just that. However, ask organizations about adopting project management software, and many will be lamented by workers' refusal or hesitation to use the software or some (often crucial) features. We asked dozens of
project management professionals why project management software often doesn't live up to expectations. Here are their top 10 tips on how to get the most out of your project management system and make sure teams use it correctly.1. Find a project management system that is right for your organization (and budget). There are hundreds of project management systems (PM)
out there, and some of them are a little more complicated than others, says Julie Titterington, project management reviewer and managing editor, Merchant Maverick, who examines, evaluates, and compares software. If everything you're looking for is a basic tool to manage tasks, simplify communication, and share files, then avoid programs that offer a lot of extras, she
recommends. Features like reporting and resource management can [seem] overwhelming to your team, he says. And the more intimidated they feel, the less likely they are to actually use the software. [So] find a [system] that meets your needs, but don't spend more than you need on flashy and unnecessary features. Many companies come across project management solutions
because software is inherently difficult to use, says Scott Bales, director of Solutions Engineering at Replicon, a timesheet management software provider. Businesses should find a solution where workflow and configurability feel intuitive and have built-in intelligence that anticipates what you need to make your work work, he says. The best software gives you a full set of features
to which you can be easily added over time. Whether you're on a tight budget or not, set your goals and see if there are free PM solutions that meet them, says Victoria Kartunova, marketing manager, Bitrix24, a collaboration and social communication platform. In addition to Bitrix24 there are, for example, Trello, Asana, Freedcamp. For an in-depth comparison of features, you can
study this table on Wikipedia. Whatever project management tool you decide to use, give your prospective system an in-depth test drive to ensure the solution is simple and requires minimal IT support to make everyone's life easier, bales.2 says. Don't forget mobility. Choose mobile-friendly platform to enable your team to be more productive and efficient [wherever it is], says
Stuart Barr, COO, HighQ, a business collaboration platform. A mobile-friendly platform allows employees to use smartphones and tablets to access files and information and collaborate. They can be anywhere in the world, in any time zone and and be able to access the information they need, he explains. This gives your team the flexibility to work remotely and increases
productivity by offering more opportunities to work. [ Related: 9 secrets to project management success ] 3. Make sure that the software can integrate with other key applications (if applicable). For most companies, capturing data in dedicated project management software is only part of a total solution, says Bales of Replicon. Sharing that data with other apps completes the loop.
This can be critical to reducing project costs and expenses, payrolls and other processes, he says. Fortunately, most cloud-based project monitoring software includes ready-to-use data sharing, typically provided for applications like Microsoft Project, QuickBooks, and others. 4. Be realistic about expectations. PM software should support and automate excellent project
management processes, not replace them, says Mike Fisher, management consultant at Allegient, an IT consulting firm. Many times PM software is perceived as an error in delivery due to false expectations. PM software realistically provides three basic functions: data acquisition and management, decision support, reporting, and graphics. 5. Find someone to support the
software. The most essential element to achieve a high ROI of a project management system is the complete adoption by the team, says Tom Treanor, Wrike's marketing director, who provides project management and collaboration tools for the company and SMEs. To achieve high levels of adoption, there needs to be a strong sample in management that can make sure team
members have the necessary input in tool selection and have access to training or other resources, he says. The sample must also be able to apply adoption and model the right behavior using the management review or meeting tool. Without strong adoption, the value of the system will be limited. The Project Management concentration programme focuses on the effective
application of knowledge, skills and techniques in project execution and management. The courses cover topics such as:Project Contracting and ProcurementResource Estimation and PlanningRelimination and Planning of Integrated Costs and Planning Control% Online 100% Online High School or EquivalentOfficial High School Transcript/GED Score Copyright ©2020
GetEducated.com; Colleges Approved, LLC All rights reserved Showing 1 - 4 of the 4 results If you use this product? Write a Review Time Used: More than 2 years Review Source: Capterra Pros This product is perfect for budgeting, managing and predicting costs for construction project. It is also the software That I use daily to manage subcontractors and contracts throughout
the life cycle of the construction project. I highly recommend spitfires to anyone in the industry! ConsSpitfire doesn't offer much support or training for people in the organization who are less tech-expert. It would be useful to have a page and some video tutorials. Lisa of Appleton Lathing CorporationAppleton Lathing Corporation is a commercial subcontractor specializing in the
Steel Stud/Drywall sector. We also offer services in the installation of acoustic ceiling, finished carpentry, FEIS and spray steam barrier. The projects we carry out range from local community churches to multimillion-dollar establishments. We saw areas in our information processing between the office, the field and our customers who needed more efficiency and reliability. We
needed a document management solution that not only seamlessly integrated with our accounting system, but also helped us better manage real-time work issues. We promote field efficiency and have decided to set the same standard of excellence for our office and industry manager as well. Spitfire software was by far the only software solution that could meet all our needs. We
installed Spitfire in 2007 and in one day we were up and running. It provides everything a construction company is looking for in project management and also keeps up with the rapidly changing pace of technology. Spitfire is not only a great product and easy to use, but customer service is great too! Spitfire has guided us through every step of the way, leading us to a successful
launch and training to take control in a complete and comfortable way. Whenever we have questions or needs, we receive answers and solutions in a very timely manner. We are grateful to say that we are part of the Spitfire family! Silverman CPM is a true building program management company. We provide professional services as an owner's agent and will guide all project
participants through every step of the construction. Spitfire has been implemented to better manage the entire business. A high value area was in the budget/forecast part of the integrated system. Once managed by a custom spreadsheet, all Project Managers now use a standard product for better analysis from start to finish. Another area of benefit is collaboration with third-party
business partners, to be included; Owners, contractors, engineers, architects and other project consultants. Information is now exchanged in a wide range of documents such as; Sending packages and packages, drawing logs, requesting information, requesting proposals, change orders, meeting minutes, contractor compliance, and so on. This provides the exchange of
information online and the preserved historical documents that were once made by passing manual documents manually or by courier and FAX. I would recommend it to others in advanced roofing market A/E/C. Kevin Our organization includes a roofing contractor and a solar installer. Since the implementation of the Spitfire Project Management system, we have seen a great
return on our investment. From enabling accounting staff, to enabling our Project Managers to monitor work costs in real time and proactively solve problems - all of this the company's money. The system is easy to use and dynamic for more than one company. The support team went out of their way to make sure everything was right for our activities. Businesses.
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